
Available in
carbon steel
or stainless

TMDB Resi-Tie

MADE IN THE USA

DB-XX

® 1-1/8” Forming Hardware

TM

DB Resi-Tie

Residential Forms Commercial Walls

Standard

DB-XX-C

DB-XX

DB-XX-W

DB-XX-CW

DBS-XX-C

DBS-XX

DBS-XX-W

DBS-XX-CW

With cones

With neoprene
waterstop

With cones AND 
neoprene waterstop

Configuration
Carbon 
Steel

304 Stainless
Steel

Product Code*

*XX = wall thickness in inches. Example: DB-12-CW is a DB Resi-Tie for 12” wall with cones and 
waterstop.

Ordering Information

All versions have a 2500 lbs Safe Working Load

These allow you to meet the same deep breakback 
requirements on one-
sided walls, blind side 
walls, or any of the 
many special forming 
situations that are 
made possible 

®with Steel Dog  
TMTransition Ties .

Also Available:
TMDB Resi-Coil  Ties

Pour Commercial Walls with 
Residential Forms

Without Cone With Cone

The , with an 1-1/2” breakback and optional TMDB Resi-Tie
waterstop, makes it possible to pour commercial-
specification concrete walls with 1-1/8” form panels. The 
precisely crimped ends of this round wire tie fit the swing 
latches of standard 1-1/8” forms in the same way as 
standard flattened-wire ties.

Unlike some other ties, the  is a round wire TMDB Resi-Tie
tie, so a plastic cone is not necessary for the tie to break 
back to the proper depth in most circumstances. (To 
ensure good break back without cone, apply water 
resistant grease to breakback portion of tie and 
snap ties shortly after stripping forms).

If needed to ensure breakback, or for finishing purposes, 
plastic cones are available at extra cost.

A neoprene washer waterstop is also available.

 

The is available from stock in many common TMDB Resi-Tie
sizes. Other sizes available by special order. 

1-1/2”
Breakback

1-1/2”
Break-
back

Optional
neoprene waterstop

Typical 1-1/8”
form panel

Optional
plastic
cone

NOTE: Even when cones are used, the dado slots will become filled 
with concrete. After stripping, this nub can make tie breakback and 
cone removal difficult and should be broken off before snapping tie.
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This is a prime example of the kind of forming job that is possible with 
1-1/8” forms using the Steel Dog .The primary need in TMDB Resi-Tie
this application was for a waterseal on the tie. DB ties can be supplied 
with a neoprene washer waterseal to prevent the migration of water 
along the path of the embedded tie.

AFTER TWISTING TIE with breakoff tool, to break the tie at the correct 
depth (1-1/2” in from face of wall), a light tap on the tie end can help 
to loosen the plastic cone, making it easier to remove

Wastewater treatment plant tank formed using
TMDB Resi-Ties  with cones and waterseal
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